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Suppose that {S,} is a strictly stationary sequence which satisfies the strong mixing condition. 
Denote by M, (‘I the kth largest value of en, &, . . . , z‘,, and { v,( l )} a sequence of normalizing 
functions for which P[M’,‘) s v,(x)] converges weakly to a continuous distribution G(x). It is 
shown that if for some k = 2,3,. . . , P[Ml,k’ s v”(x)] converges for each X, then there exist 
probabilities p, , . . . , pk_l such that P[ Mt’ s v,(x)] converges weakly to 
G(x) 
j-l (-log G(x))’ 
I+ C 
i=l 
i! pi 3 
forj=2,..., !c, where natural interpretations can be given for the Pj. This generalizes certain 
results due to Dziubdziela (1984) and Hsing, Hiisler and Leadbetter (1986). It is further demon- 
strated that, with minor modification, the technique can be extended to study the joint limiting 
distribution of the order statistics. In particular, Theorem 1 of Welsch (1972) is generalized, and 
some links between the convergence of the order statistics and that of certain point processes are 
established. 
s extreme values * point processes * weak convergence 
1. Introduction 
Let (5) be a strictly stationary sequence cf random variables satisfying the strong 
mixing condition (also known as uniform or a! -mixing). For each n, let M ‘,’ Z= M(,2’ 3 
. . . 2 Mp’ be the order statistics of 5, , _ . . , &,, and write M,, for M’,” for convenience. 
Suppose there exist (possibly non-linear) normalizing functions c,,, n a I, and a 
continuous type distribution function G for which P[ M,, =S u,(x)] 5 G(x), where 
J% denotes weak convergence. To avoid repeated reference, assume without further 
mention that the above conditions hold throughout this paper. The following 
questions can be asked: 
(a) Does P[ Lk’ c 21, (x)] converge weakly for each k 3 2? 
(b) If, for some ka2, P[ kk’ s u,(x)] converges weakly, how is the limit 
characterized? 
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In the i.i.d. setting the answers to the above questions are well known (cf. 
Leadbetter, Lindgren, and Rootzen ( 1983)); namely, for each k z 2, 
P[M’,k’c on(x)] - G(x) 
/ 
where 0 log 0 .- l - 0. For a dependent sequence, however, the answer to (a) is not 
necessarily affirmative. Mori (1976) provides an example of (6) for which P[ M, s 
t)n (x)] converges weakly, but P[ M (n2) s u,(x)] does not. Exploiting the ideas in Mori 
(1976), it is possible to construct examples to show that for any fixed k 22, the 
weak convergence of P[My 6 tfn (x)], 1 sj s k - 1, does not in general guarantee 
that of P[ M’,k’ s z&c)]. However, one can alternatively ask the following which is 
unanswered: 
(a’) Suppose, for some k 2 3, P[ MLk’ s o,(x)] converges weakly. Does it follow 
that 
P[My’s vJx)], 2~j~ k-l, all converge weakly? 
With regard to (b) in the dependent case, two papers are relevant. Under certain 
constraints, Dziubziela (1984) and Hsing, Hiisler, and Leadbetter (1986) characterize 
the limiting distribution of P[&wLk’ 5 ‘s,(x)], assuming that P[ &lLk) s am] 
converges weakly for each k. In view of the discussion concerning (a) in the previous 
paragraph, their studies, though useful, are not sufficient o answer (b). 
In this paper some problems connected with the above (a’) and (b) are considered. 
First, in Section 2, we briefly discuss the assumptions tated earlier, and prove a 
technical lemma. We then study in Section 3, for any fixed k, the necessary and 
sufficient conditions for P[ MLk’ s ZJ, (x)] to have a limiting distribution. There 
answers to both (a’) and (b) are obtained. It is seen in Section 4 that the method 
in Section 3 can be extended to study the limit of P[M”,“s u,(x), MLk)< z&)] for 
any fixed k, and, in particular, a result in Welsch (1972) is generalized. Finally, in 
Section 5, we discuss the connection of the convergence of the order statistics and 
that of certain point processes which were studied in Hsing (1987) and Hsing et al. 
(1986). 
We commence by discussing the assumption of this paper stated in the beginning 
of Section 1. 
It is well known that the strong ixing condition is often too stringent for the 
purpose of extremal theory. A mixing condition such as the condition A in Hsing 
r a multilevel vers* of the condition A (u,) is sing et al. (1986) suffices 
evertheless the strong mixi condition is technically 
it by a more appropriate mixing co 
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That the limit G of P[M,, s v,(x)] is continuous is hardly a restriction; it is the 
case if, for example, G is an extreme value distribution (cf. Leadbetter et al. (1983)). 
Under this assumption, there exist normalizing functions u, for which 
lirn 1”[E;i, s s,(r)] z e-r 9 TM. (2.i j 
n-m 
For notational convenience we shall throughout work with un. In the literature of 
extremes, it is common practice to assume that (4) has a nonzero extremal index 
instead of (2.1) to bypa ss a technical difficulty in approximating the entire sequence 
of { 6) by asymptotically independent blocks of { 4). Indeed, for the present purpose, 
the existence of a nonzero extremal index is potentially stronger than what is required 
(namely (2.1)), and it was shown in Lemma 2.2 and 2.3 of Hsing et al. ( 1986) that 
the previously mentioned &fficulty which the assumption of nonzero extremal index 
is used to resolve can in fact be easily resolved without the assumption. 
The following lemma is a version of some well-known results (cf. Loynes (1965) 
and Leadbetter et al. (1983)). 
Lemma 2.1. For each c > 0 and T > 0, 
lim P[ MIcnl s U,(T)] = lim P[ Mn s u~~,~~( T)] 
n+oo n+m 
= lim P[Mq s 24, (m)] = e-“: 
n+oo 
, 
where, here and hereafter, [y] denotes the integer pirri oJp y. 7h.a ii Jrdhvs that if 
ul e u2, q,,&) > u,(ajr) and u,(u,T) > u,,(u~T) for all suflciently bge n. 
Proof. For g s 1, the result follows from (2.1) and Hsing et al. (1986, Lemma 2.3). 
In fact, as a consequence of the strong mixing condition, the same proof of Lemma 
2.3 of Hsing et al. (1986) will still go through if a > 1. The details of this are left 
to the reader. Cl 
It is interesting to consider the parallels of Lemma 2.1 for other order statistics 
than the maximum. The following lemma is a result in this direction. 
mma 2.2. Suppose for some k - ‘2, T > 0, and a, > aI > 1, either P[ M& =Z U,(T)] 
or P[MLkk u,(m)] converges for each cr in (CQ, (TU). Then for each u in h d, 
lim P[Mfk!,+ U,,(T)] = lim P[MLk’s u,(m)]. 
n+oo n4oo 
First assume that P[ M, (k) G u,(m)] converges for each u in (01, a,). For u 
and U’ with al e u e de a,,, 
lim sup P[ M$,, 6 U,(T)] = lim sup P[ M~&,vll s qn,,t]( d] 
n+oo n-00 
= lim sup P[ ‘,“‘s ~[n,d](+l 
n+m 
s iim P[ M’,k’~ U&T)]. 
11-W 
(2.2) 
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Here the first equality follows from the identity {n: n 3 1) = {[n/d]: n 2 l], the 
second equality holds since 0 d n - [ o’[ n/ d]] s d and P[ A+,,#, >I, z.+,,,$ T)] + 0, and 
the inequality follows from Lemma 2.1. Similarly, for u and 8 with Ok < (T”C u < u,, 
lim inf P[M&S u,(7)] 3 lim P[M’,?G u,(m)]. (2 3) . 
n-30 n+oo 
By (2.2) and (2.3), for 0 and ai, 1 - -+<4, with ~~<a~<a~<a<a~io=~Cu,, 
lim SUP P[Mitinj S U,(T)]S lim P[I&F’c Un(U3T)J 
n+oo n-m 
G lim P[MLk’s Un(Ur)] 
n-00 
G lim P[Mkk’< u,(~~r)]sliminf P[M~~~,~~ Un(r)]* 
n+a3 n-a0 
But 
lim inf a[ Mit!nl G U,(T)]-lim SUP P[M[tinls U,(T)] 
n-m3 n-a2 
slim SUP (P[M~~!n~~ un(T)]-P[MC:in]C u,(T)]) 
n-boo 
G aim P[ M~(m4-cr,)n~ > Un (T)] = 1 - e1(u4-u1)7 
n-m3 
which tends to zero if u4- u1 + 0. This shows that lim,,, P[ MLk’s u,( l T)] is 
continuous at u. Since for a, ul, and a2 with ai c u1 c u c a2 < a,,, 
slim SUP P[ M~~~~ s Un( T)] 
n*oo 
G lim P[ MLk’s Un(U,r)] 
n+oO 
by (2.2) and (2.3)~ it is easily seen that P[ Mi$,, s Un( T)] converges and has the 
same limit as does P[ MLk’ G u,( UT)]. 
Suppose now P[ Mfk’ canl s U,(T)] convergts for each u in (a,, a,). Using arguments 
similar to ;he ones in getting (2.2) and (2.3), it can be seen that for u, ul, and a2 
with a,<ul<acaZ<u,, 
lim P[M&s u,(~)]dlim inf P[Mkk’s Un(UT)] 
n+oO n+oo 
s lim sup P[ Mkk’s u,(m)] 
n+oO 
G lim P[ Mib!n] s Un( r)]. 
n-rm 
he difference between lim {a!n,s M,(T)] and Cm,,, P[ 
to zero as a, and CT~ tend to (P. This concludes the proof. Cl 
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We remark that, by applying the triangle inequality, Lemma 2.2 can be extended 
to situations where finitely many order statistics are involved. In particular, 
Lemma 2.2 remains true if, in the statement of the lemma, P[ 
and P[M~~~,c U,,(T)] are replaced by r”[M’,‘k u,(m), Mfk u,(u#)] and 
P[A@“, s U,(T), Mt;:, G u, ( T’)], respectively. This fact will be applied in Section 4. 
3. The limiting distribution of M!? 
The essence of our theory lies in the fact that the sequence & , pZ, . . . can be divided 
into “asymptotically independent” groups (&i_l~r,,+l, . . . , eir,), i 3 1, of size r, each 
(in the precise sense as described by Lemma 3.1 below j, where {m} is determined 
in the following manner. Let {In} be any sequence such that 1,/n + 0 and a(l,) + 0, 
where a( l ) is the mixing function of the strong mixing condition which holds for 
{&}, and let { rn} be such that 
n/r,+m, e “%~(l,,) + 0 and en’r$,/n + 0. (3.0 
Note here that it follows from (3.1) that l,,/ r, + 0 and hence r,, + 00 since 
lim sup ‘, -!-G lim e”%J n = 0. 
n+oO rn n+oo 
For any such {In} and { rn), it is not difficult to show (cf. Hsing et al. (6986, Lemma 
2.2 and 2.3)) that for each r > 0, (2.1) entails 
lim en/ W[ MI, > U,,(T)] = 0 (3.2) 
n-m0 
and 
lim nlr,,P[M, > U,(T)] = T. 
n+co 
(3.3) 
It will soon be clear that {in} and {r*} only function as stepping stones in the proofs, 
and indeed the theory is independent of the specific choice of these sequences. The 
following lemma is essential. 
mma 3.1. Let r > 0, o> 0, and k = 2,3, . . . be constants. Write k, = [gn/rn], and 
1st RI,rn, 1 s m s k,,, be i.i.d. r.v.‘s having the same distribution as does C::, I(& > 
u,(r)) where l( - ) is the indicator function. Then 
P[M&u,(T)]-P 2 &,p= k-l +O 
I 
as n-,W. 
m=l 
(3.4) 
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For each fixed s = 1,2, . l l , the set [ck=, &,, = s] can be written as the union of 
(“+;-1) =(,“;,:I_;:I! 
disjoint sets of the form [X,,,, = s,, 1 s m s k,J where CF s, = s. For each fixed 
choice of such s,,,, 1 s m s k,, 
I 
pwn,nl = %n, l<msk,,]- h P[Xn,,.,=s,,J m=l I 
s(k,-1)(~(1,)+2P[Mp~,(~~)]j 
by some standard arguments (cf. Lea&better et al. (1983) and Hsing et al. (1986)). 
Thus 
IP[~~,x~*~=s]-P[~~~~~.~~s]~ 
E;(kn-‘)(kn+;-‘) n (dl,)+=W, > u,(d). (3.5) 
It is obvious that (k, - 1)( “n”,“-‘) = o(en”n ) for large n. Thus the dominant side 
of (3.5) tends to zero by (3.1) and (3.2). The result follows on combining this 
with (3.4). R 
For i 3 1, write 
rr,(i;r)= P 2 l(pu,(r))=i( t 
E 
1(4j>U,(r)))O 
j=l j=l I 
(3.6) 
and denote by T:‘( 0; T) the I-fold convolution of T,,( l ; T), namely 
. It follows from Lemma 3.1 that 
=P 2 Jfit”,,sk-1 +o(l) 
m=l I 
k-l k” 
+c . L ,,ak-1, 2 1( +0(l). I-1 m=l m=l 
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Since ri,,, , &,2, - . . , k,k,, are i.i.d., we obtain by symmetry that, for any I with 
%lsk-1 9 
P i &,,sk-1, 2 l(~,,,>O)=Z 
lTi=l ??I=1 I 
k* ! 
= l!(k,,-l)! 
P[ z”,,, > 0 for 1 s m 6 l, &, = 0 for I + 1 s m =S k,J 
=p 
[ 
t l&*>O)=l kf’ 
3 
7&i; 7). 
m=l i=l 
Finally note that Ck=, l(&m > 0) is distributed as binomial with mean 
k,P[ M,, > U,,(T)] which tends to @T as n tends to 00 by (3.3). This shows that 
C:_ 1 l( gk,, > 0) converges to a Poisson variable with mean UT and the corollary 
follows from (3.8) and (3.9). Cl 
The main result of this section is the following. 
Theorem 3.3. Let k a 2 be a constant. If P[ MLk’ s u, ( r)] converges for each T > 0, 
then for any 7 > 0 and 1 G i s k - 1 fte probability ?r, (i; r) defined in (3.6) converges 
to some n(i) which is independent of T, and9 in this case, 
=e 
’ 
o>O, 00, Zsjsk, (3.10) 
where 
Conversely if for some T> 0, n,( i; T) converges for 1 s is k - 1, then 
P[ M’,k’ s u,( 7)3 converges for each T > 0. 
bile proving (3.10) for u = 1 is ough to answer t uestions (a) and 
ron 1, for technical reasons whi may be seen from t following proof 
show (3.10) for all o= > 0. The same remark appiies to Theorem 4.1 in 
Section 4. 
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roof. First assume that P[MLk’ s U,,(T)] converges for each T > 0. Fix a T > 0 for 
now. By Lemma 2.2 and Corollary 3.2, 
converges for each u > 1. This implies that 
‘i’ 7&i; T), lSl<k-1, 
i=l 
all converge. Thus 
k-l 
c ?rzk-‘( i; 7) = [ n;l( i; T)lk-' 
i=k-1 
converges, or mn( 1; T) converges, and 
k-l 
c w;k-2 
(s; 7) = [Wn(i; T)]k-2+(k-2)[Wn(i; T)]k-31r,(2; 7) 
i=k-2 
converges, which implies that ~,,(2; T) converges, etc. It follows from a simple 
induction that for each 1 s i s k - 1, Ir, (i; T) converges, say to n( i; T). Hence 
Corollary 3.2 implies 
lim P[ Mf&l s un( T)] 
n-m 
=e (3.11) 
To show (3.10), it now remains to show that n( i; T) is independent of T. Fix r2 > TV. 
It follows from (3.11) that, for 2 s j G k, 
But Lemma 2.2 Empliizs that the two limits are the same for each 2 s j s k, which in 
turn implies that r( i; T,) = w( i; T*), 1 s i S k - 1. This proves (3.10). 
It is worth noting that, in the above derivation, the assumption that P[M’,“’ s 
Un( T)] converges for each T > 0 can be relaxed considerably; for example, it was 
enough to assume that P[ M!,% Un( T)] converges for all T 2 some TV> 0. we shall 
make use of this fact in the following part of the proof. 
Conversely, suppose for some T > 0, rr,, (i; T) converges for 1 s i s k - 1. Then by 
i1 s U,(T)] converges for each u > 0. It thus follows from 
‘,“I s u,( UT)] converges for each u > 1. The first part of the 
in the preceding paragraph now imply that (k’s n n(T)1 
his concludes the proof. R 
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The following corollary is easily shown. 
Corcgllary 3 .~~4brsonaeT)O,rr,(l;7)~1 arsn+~,then,forallk~l andT>O, 
Conversely, if (3.12) holds for some k 2 2 and T > 0, then m,, (1; T) + 1 as n + 00, and 
hence (3.12) holds for all k 3 3 and T > 0. 
Proof. Assume first that rn( 1; T) + 1 as ti + 00 for some r > 0. Then it is simply seen 
that 7rn( i; T) + 0 for all i 2 2, and (3X2) follows readily from the theorem. Next 
suppose (3.12) holds for some k 2 2 and r > 0. It follows from Corollary 3.2 that 
lim ‘f’wt’(i; r)=l for all 1=1,...,k-2, 
ne.70 i=l 
which implies that lim,,, wn (1; T) = 1 and the conclusion follows from the first 
part. Cl 
Xote that the condition “7Tn ( i ; 7) - i ” ‘-- 
. . 
PI1 COKi3’IPZTj 3.4 iS i%iXiESC~~t Gf the 
condition (17) in Loynes (1965), and the condition D’( u,) in Leadbetter (1974). 
4. The joint limiting distribution of M’,” and Mp’ 
We now consider the normalized limits of A&,*’ and MLk’ jointly for any fixed k 2 2. 
In the spirit of (3.6) and (3.?), define, for 7 > r1 > 0, 
p,(i; r, 7’) = 
[ 
2 I(&> U,(T’)) =O, jJ 1(5,> U,(r))= i 
j=l j=l I 
i l(&>Un(r))>O 3 (4-l) 
j=l I 
where {m} is obtained in (3.1). The following result parallels eorem 3.3. 
. Let k 3 2 be a constant. IfP[M!,“c u,(r)), Mkk’c U,(T)] convergesfor 
each r and 7’) 0, then for any T > T ‘~0 and l<i<k-1, p,(i; 7,~‘) converges to 
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some p(i; r’/ T) which depends on r and r’ through their ratio, and in this case for q 
7, T’>Q and 2sjs k, 
lim P[M$,+ I&‘), Mf+$,+ U,(T)] 
n+ao 
-UT l +I:* I! i=l 
[ 
j- ’ ‘“‘l ji’ p%I( i; r’/ r)], 0 < 7’ < 7, (4.2) 
p*‘( i; s) = I 0, 
iC 1, 
C* l l z p(i,; s) l l l p(i,; s), i 3 1. 
il+- - -fi,=i 
Conversely, if there exbts a T such that pn (i; r, ST) converges for each 0 c s c 1 and 
1 s is k - 1, then P[M!,” s u,(7)), MLk’ G U,(T)] converges for each r and T’ > 0. 
roof. We remarked after proving Lemma 2.2 that the result may be generalized 
to where two or more order statistics are involved. The same remark applies to 
Corollary 3.2, which can be extended to give 
P[M$,,s u,(r)), M~:*,E u,(7)] 
I e -ar’+ o( l), O<?G?‘, = 
1 pt’(i; r, r') +0(l), OCr’Cr, 
I 
for each a> 0 and ja 2, where pz’ is defined in (4.1). Suppose P[ M’,“s U,(T)), 
MLk) s U,(T)] converges for each r, r’> 0. It can be shown, as in the proof of 
Theorem 3.3, that for any T > r’ and 1 s i 5 k - 1, p,( i; T, a’) converges to some 
p( i; r, #j and it follows from (4.3 j that 
lim P[ M& s u,(r, Mt’,‘,,s u,(r)] 
n-+03 
-UT’ 
e 3 OC767’, (4.4 
e --07 
E 
I+:< yj< p*‘( i; r, ?‘)I, 0 c 7’ c 7, 
. i 1 
for any u > 0 and 2 6 j G k. Take rl, r:, 75, and ?2 such that r2/ r1 = ri/ri > 1 and 
r;/$ = ?-;/T~ <. 1. Then (4.4) implies that for 2 s j G k, 
Em P[MlfI,/,,,n] s unts1,39 M#!?/~,)nj G %I b*)l 
n-m 
z em72 
[ . 
1 +-“l $jgi p*‘(i; T,, 7;) 
. i- I 
and 
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But, since (Q/ q)r: = 7; and (Q/ q)q = r2, it follows from the variant of Lemma 
2.2 mentioned immediately after Lemma 2.2 that the two limits are the same for 
1 <j G k This shows that p( i; 7, T’), 1 s i s k - 1, depend on r and 7’ through r/# 
and (4.2) is proved. The remaining steps of this proof parallel those in the proof 
of Theorem 3.3 and are therefore left for the reader. Cl 
It can be observed from the above proof and the proof of Theorem 3.3 that our 
method lends itself to still more general situations. In fact, the limiting form of 
P[M’,ki’~ un(,), 1 s 1:s I] can be thus determined for any fixed choice of 
k&2,---9 k,, and I. However, we shall spare the details since not much more 
content can be added by making them specific. 
Some properties of the probability p( i; s) in Theorem 4.1 are included in the 
following result. 
TReorem4.2. Let ka2 befixed. Assume that P[Mv)s u,(T’), Mik)< U,,(T)] converges 
for each r and r’>O. Then the probabilities p(i;s), O<s<l, lsi<k-1, in 
Theorem 5.1 satisfy the following properties : 
( ) a 
(b) 
( ) C 
(4 
where 
p( i; s) is nonincreasing in s, 
OCR:=;’ ~(1; s)~ 1 -s for each SE (0, l), 
lim ?r(i; s) = 77(i):= lim P[xj!, l(&> U,(T)) = ilC>, l(&> u,(r))>O], 
s+o n+co 
C:=, ~(1; s), as a function of s, is concave, 
(a), (c), and (d) hold for each i = 1,. . . , k- 1. 
Proof. By (3.3) and Theorem 4.1, 
p(i;s)=limEP % l(&>Un(S))=O, 2 l(Q>Un(l))=i l 
n-+a, rn [ j=l j=l I 
That (a) holds is trivial. To show (b), observe that 
k-l 
OS v L ~(-1; s) = lim “P i 1(6>t4,(S))=O, % l(&3un(1))sk-1 
I=1 n+oO rn j=l j=l I 
sE!Z~p L ’ 1(6'Un(S))=0, i l(Tj>Un(l)),O j=l j=l 1 
j=l 1 
2 1(&i> Un(s))>O 
l\ 
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by (3.3), and this shows (b). It can be shown similarly 
jJ l(&>un(l))=i 
j=l I 
r ‘” 
that 
-p 1 C l(~jiUn(S))=O, ~ l(si>“n(l))=i j=l j=1 I) 
<;I P i 
[ 
l(&>u,(s))>O 1 -s-o. n j=l n-e0 S+O 
Thus P[gL, l(b> u,(l))= ilc;., l(b> #n(l))>01 converges if p(i; s) converges 
as s + 0, which it does since p( i; s) is bounded above by one and is nonincreasing. 
This proves (c). It remains to show (d). For this we write p(s)=C:=, ~(2; s) for a 
fixed i, and follow the steps in Theorem 1 of Welsch (1973). It suffices to show that 
for each O<r<s<l and E>O for which s+&s<l, we have 
P(s+,-~?-p(s)sp(r+Er)-p(r) 
SS Er . 
(4.5) 
For each selection of such r, S, and 8, we can find 0 < T: C ~5 < q < ~2 C 1 by letting 
+-T; 7: 7;--3=; 
ES=- .- =- 7: 9 
71 71 
and 
In terms of the T’S, (4.5) becomes 
(4.6) 
which we now show. It is readily seen from (3.3) that, for r < T’, 
I 
ap 0 7 = lim 2 P 
17 n-a3 r” 
E 2 l(&> Un(?‘))=O, 2 l(&>Un(?)Jsi 
j=l j=l I 
=lim-%[ 
n+oD rn 
I,‘,‘< Un(T’), M!r’)s #n(T)]. 
Since, for all large n, 
k:‘s Un( 7;), M~~“~ Un( Tl)] - P[ 
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Welsch (1972) proved the claims in Theorem 4.1 and Theorem 4.2 (a), (b), and (d) 
for the case k = 2, assuming that there are constants CL,, b,, and a distribution 
function G such that limn+oo P[IM, s a,x+ bn] = G(x). In this connection, 
(1976) showed that (a), (b), and (d) of Theorem 4.2 fully characterize the cluster 
probability p( 1; s) in the sense that for each function p(s) satisfying the three 
conditions, one can construct a strong-mixing stationary sequence (4) for which 
there exist constants Q,, b,,, and a distribution function G such that 
lim P[M’,“s a,x+ b,, M’,2’< a,,y+ bJ 
n-m3 
= G(x), 
I 
Y 2x9 
G(y){1 -plMg GWllog W9llog G(Y)), Y <x 
5. The convergence of certain point processes 
For notation and theory of point processes we follow Kallenberg (1983). Hsing et 
al. (1986) studied the so-called exceedence point process Nf) which consists of the 
points {j/n: 4 > un( r), 1 s j s n}. It was shown there that if Nr’ converges in 
distribution w.r.t. the vague topology in the space of locally finite counting measures 
on (($11, the limit must be compound Poisson. The following result states the 
connection between the convergence of NF’ and that of P[Mi’% un( T)]. 
Theorem 5.1. IV’,” converges in distribution for each T > 0 gw.t. tke vague topology in 
the space of locally jinite counting measures on (0, 1] if and only if for each r > 0, 
P[Mik)s un(r)] converges for each k> 1, and 
lim lim P[M’,k)~ u,(r)] = 1. (5.1) 
k+ao n-+ao 
Proof. If N’,‘) converges in distribution to N”‘, then by the continuous mapping 
theorem P[ Mik’ s U,,(T)] = P[ N’,‘j(O, 1] < k - l] converges to P[ N”‘(0, l] s k - 11 
as n tends to 00, and hence 
lim lim P[ Mkk’ s U,(T)] = lim P[ N”‘(O, l] s k - l] = 0. 
k+ao n-mm k+m 
Suppose next that the converse is true. Then wn( i; 7) -+ some m,,(i) for each i, and 
1 = lim lim P[ 
k+oo n-wm 
= lim eBT 1 + C - C 
k+oo [ 
k-l $ k-l 
I=) I! i=/ 
n*‘(i) 1 
= ee7 [ 
co 71 00 
1+ C - C r*‘(i) 
1~1 II i=l 
(W 
by virtue of Theorem 3.3 and monotone convergence. t (5.2) i 
c F=, ?r*‘( i) = 1 for e . Thai ?ir’ converges in 
distribution follows 
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In addition to lim,,, P[ M,, s u,(r)] = esT, 7 > 0, we now require that, for each 
n, u,, be nonincreasing, left continuous, and such that 
lim P[u&) < & C u&)1 = 1. 
3,-+0~7~-+00 
Define u,‘([)=sup(~N: 8~ U,(T)}. Clearly u,‘(i$): T if and only if &> u,(r). 
Consider the two-dimensional point process N, which has the points 
{(j/n, u,‘( 5)): j 3 1). The limiting distributions of point processes of this type were 
studied in Pickands (1971), Resnick (1975), Wiessman (1974), Mori (l977), and 
Hsing (1985). The following result was obtained Hsing (1987), in which a detailed 
proof can be found. 
.2. N, converges in distribution to some N w.r. t. the vague topology in the 
space of locally finite counting measures on R, x R, if and only if P[ M’,k,’ G u, (ri), 
1 G i =Z I ] converges for each choice of Ti > 0, ki 2 1, 1 s i < I, I 3 1, and (5.1) holds 
for each 7 > 0. In this case, N consists of the points ((Si, TiYQ): i 3 1, 1 <j < Ji) where 
(Si, Ti), i 2 1, are the points of a mean one Poisson process q on R, x R,, k;,, 1 <j s Ji, 
are the points of a process yi on [ 1, 00) with 1 as an atom, yl, y2, _ . . are identically 
distributed, and 7, Yl, Y2, l l l are mutually independent. 
I am grateful to the referee for his helpful comments. I also wish to thank the 
Institute of Statistical Science of the Academia Sinica in Taipei for partially support- 
ing the research in this paper. 
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